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The publisher of FINAL FANTASY XI and DRAGON QUEST X, Square Enix, Inc., and Nintendo Co., Ltd. today announced the coming worldwide release of FINAL FANTASY® XIII and DRAGON QUEST X from SQUARE ENIX and Nintendo for the Nintendo 3DS™ handheld entertainment system. The
games combine FINAL FANTASY XIII and DRAGON QUEST X into a new action RPG, "FINAL FANTASY XIII AND DRAGON QUEST X MIX." Developed by SQUARE ENIX's Osaka Studio and Nintendo EAD, the new adventure is a dazzling fusion of the deep and grand gameplay style of FINAL FANTASY

XIII and the imaginative and open gameplay of DRAGON QUEST X. This new RPG combines these two popular franchises into an exciting RPG that is sure to challenge players to unite the powers of the worlds of FINAL FANTASY XIII and DRAGON QUEST X and their allies in epic battles. The game
is scheduled for release in Japan on June 16, 2013, in Europe (France, Germany, Italy, Spain, and the UK) and North America on June 20, 2013. In Japan, the game is scheduled for launch on July 24, 2013, and will be available for 3DS owners. The game will also be available at retail stores

around Japan in late 2013. "FINAL FANTASY XIII AND DRAGON QUEST X MIX" is a unique new action RPG that combines the fun of DRAGON QUEST with the stylish look and thrilling, complex gameplay of FINAL FANTASY XIII to deliver a gripping story that takes players on a fantastic adventure
across the fantastic worlds and worlds in-between. Players will encounter new quests, new quests with new solutions, new difficulties, and new encounters in various locations, and there are many things they will be able to see as they progress. The promised action-RPG will also feature a

deeper battle system than ever before and offer countless opportunities for players to hone their skills. Players will be able to enjoy the intense action of FINAL FANTASY XIII and the vast and imaginative gameplay of DRAGON QUEST X. In addition, FINAL FANTASY XIII AND DRAGON QUEST X MIX
incorporates Nintendo's newest online experience for 3DS - Nintendo Network. Playing in an online environment lets players enjoy seamlessly online play that allows them to connect with other players anywhere in the world, and in order to help players enjoy these exciting experiences even

more, FINAL FANTASY XIII AND DRAGON QUEST X MIX includes the new Party Play feature. The first trailer and five-minute gameplay demonstration that were released alongside the news are attached in the document to the link below. Be sure to check out the campaign trailer

Features Key:
Fantasy Role Playing Game (RPG) and Fantasy Action RPG {.p;}

Hundreds of Unique Skills and Abilities You Cannot Choose You can freely implement your own ideas as you experiment with hundreds of unique skills and abilities.
Exciting Metamorphosis System that Allows Customizing Characters In addition to the preset equipment, you can freely customize your equipment and weapons you wear. Also, you can permanently accept the metamorphosis of your character when you are killed.

High Quality Graphics and Charming Sound Effects You will be immersed in the story and event scenes with high quality graphics and charming sound effects.
When You Ship Includes High-Quality Sound Recordings You will be able to listen to the high-quality voice of the game script. The various sound effects and character dialogue will also be included in the game.
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